Preface

About ULI

The Urban Land Institute (ULI) is a nonprofit education and research institute supported by its members. Its mission is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide. Established in 1936, ULI has more than 40,000 members worldwide representing all aspects of land use and development disciplines. The North Florida District Council was formed in 2005 and has more than 500 members in 34 counties, including the cities of Jacksonville, St. Augustine, Gainesville, Tallahassee, Panama City and Pensacola.

What are Technical Assistance Panels (TAPs)?

Technical Assistance Panels (TAPs) are one- to two-day panels convened by the local ULI District Council at the behest of a community, public entity or private enterprise (Sponsor) facing real estate or land-use issues. The District Council assembles a panel composed of highly qualified professionals chosen for their knowledge of the issues facing the Sponsor. The interdisciplinary team of seasoned real estate professionals may include land planners, architects, financiers, developers, appraisers, attorneys and brokers who are well qualified to provide unbiased, pragmatic advice on complex real estate issues. Panel members are not compensated for their time, but they are reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses, such as overnight lodging and transportation to attend the TAP. To ensure objectivity, panel members cannot be involved in matters pending before the Sponsor, currently work for the Sponsor or solicit work from the Sponsor during the six months following the TAP program.

How do TAPs work?

Charged with moving specific projects forward, TAPS provide expert, multidisciplinary advice to local governments, private companies, public agencies and nonprofits facing complex land-use and real estate issues. Drawing from our professional membership base, we leverage the collective expertise of our members to provide a unique, market-based perspective on a broad range of issues including:

- The re-use potential of existing properties
- Revitalization of corridors or specific properties
- Key economic and other issues relating to public/private land-use situations
- Specific development and land proposals or issues
- Market feasibility, financial structuring, and more

The Program

During the two-day program, ULI North Florida assembles a panel comprised of six to 10 senior-level members representing the specific land-use disciplines needed for each assignment. Panel members may include developers and owners, investors, designers, engineers, attorneys and executives from the greater North Florida region. Panelists tour the study area, interview stakeholders, and work collaboratively to produce preliminary findings and recommendations which are presented after the TAP workshop in either a private or public forum. A complete report follows within about 6-8 weeks with detailed recommendations.
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TAP Scope

The First Coast Flyer is Jacksonville Transportation Authority’s (JTA) premium bus rapid transit (BRT) service. JTA seeks to align First Coast Flyer BRT with the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) pilot program. The aim is to integrate transit investment initiatives to develop Station Area Plans that enable mixed-use development near transit stations that may:

- Improve opportunities for economic development
- Increase ridership and associated revenue gains for the transit system
- Foster multimodal connectivity and accessibility
- Improve transit access for pedestrian and bicycle traffic
- Engage the private sector
- Identify infrastructure needs

JTA engaged the ULI North Florida District Council to convene a Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) to evaluate two BRT station types in the Southwest Corridor along Blanding Boulevard: Station 2 (Collins Road) and Station 7 (San Juan). The objective is to develop a TOD conceptual framework and recommend strategies to capitalize on mixed-use and infill developments adjacent to transit stops. JTA provided data and analysis obtained from their FTA Small Starts Application to serve as a building block to expand on the Station Area Planning effort.

Additional considerations include:
- Evaluate current land development codes and regulatory policies
- Recommend revisions and best practices for efficient Station Area Plans and TOD approvals
- Appraise entitlements, property or facility valuation
- Assemble relevant market studies, finance mechanisms for housing and joint-use development
- Assess Fiscal Impact Analysis

Issues to be addressed:
1. Develop initial schematic plan for redevelopment of these two hubs.
2. Best case practices to assist future development for these transit hubs. This being based on comprehensive planning, zoning, land development code, overlay districts, corridor overlays.
3. Financial Plan assistance to help in creation of these developments / financial assistance / grants, etc.
4. Integrate complete streets guidelines and best practices into design concepts.
5. The integration of workforce and market rate housing in TOD.
Panel Process

The ULI North Florida District Council assembled a group of accomplished ULI members who have expertise in transportation, real estate and land planning, and economic development for an intensive two-day workshop to address JTA’s Station Area Planning effort.

Prior to convening the TAP, JTA provided members with demographic and economic data; information about the Southwest Corridor Station Area Concept Plan; land-use maps; and other background information.

Orientation on day one included an introductory presentation by JTA leadership, a site tour of the Collins and San Juan stations, and meetings with stakeholders, including Jim Love, Jacksonville City Councilman, District 14; Chris LeDew, Chief of Traffic Engineering Division, Public Works Department, City of Jacksonville; Kristen D. Reed, AICP, Chief of Community Planning Division, Planning and Development Department, City of Jacksonville; Laurie Santana, Chief of Transportation Planning Division, Planning and Development Department, City of Jacksonville; Kirk Wendland, Executive Director, Mayor’s Office’s Office of Economic Development, City of Jacksonville.

On day two, the panelists discussed potential solutions to the issues to be addressed, formalized their observations and made recommendations based on input from the stakeholders on day one and the information provided to them by the Sponsor. At the day’s end, they presented their analysis and recommendations to JTA leadership.
Executive Summary

“The objective for the project as a whole is to see transitions in the corridor that help build ridership and help bus rapid transit become a critical component of the area.”
— Brad Thoburn, Jacksonville Transportation Authority

The Jacksonville Transportation Authority is seeking to develop station area plans for the Southwest Corridor of its bus rapid transit (BRT) system and spur transit-oriented development (TOD) around the stations. The premier BRT system consists of five corridors, three of which are operational. Funding for the fourth corridor is expected shortly.

The Southwest Corridor to run from the Jacksonville Regional Transportation Center in LaVilla to the Orange Park Mall in Clay County is the last leg to be implemented. Getting federal funding for this corridor has been the most challenging of the five legs. JTA sought nearly $38 million from the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Small Starts grant program. FTA rated the overall Southwest Corridor project and justification for the project as medium-low. JTA plans to resubmit the application with a detailed analysis of each station along the Southwest Corridor.

Key to securing FTA funding will be JTA’s ability to develop economic strategies to spur transit-oriented development along the line and increase ridership. ULI North Florida’s Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) analyzed the Southwest Corridor’s Collins Road and San Juan Avenue BRT stations and recommended strategies to spur development and increase ridership.

Collins Road is more suburban in nature. Current ridership on the regular bus route is low. TAP members recommended making base level improvements at the Collins Road station. A Complete Streets project that accommodates users of all ages and abilities regardless of their mode of transportation can enhance pedestrian and bicycle safety. Mixed-use development potential around the station is long-term given residents’ below average income level. Class B developers are limited, and developers could not charge rents high enough to warrant current construction costs unless a project is highly subsidized. However, with many large retail/commercial sites struggling, some sites nearby may become available, which could serve as mixed-use redevelopment opportunities in the future.

The panel suggested the denser area near I-295 and Collins Road should be considered for a pilot park-and-ride lot partnering with existing commercial/retail parking (shared parking), which can connect with the current shuttle to the BRT stop. There is potential to add an AV shuttle pilot program to circulate to the Walmart and Costco locations near I-295 and adjacent residential communities, should further research verify need.

The San Juan Avenue location is seen as having more near-term development potential. It is denser and has more commercial development, although ridership is low. The panel recommended creating a transformative commercial hub at San Juan and Roosevelt Boulevard to capitalize on the redevelopment of Roosevelt Square Mall and the unique water assets the area offers. A business class 10-story hotel with a minimum of 200 rooms could be a catalyst to spur development of supporting uses, such as niche restaurants, craft breweries, boutique shops, and recreational retail in the area.

The panel recommended relocating the BRT route to Roosevelt Boulevard, making the Roosevelt/San Juan intersection the BRT station. The route can then run along San Juan to Blanding. This modification improves the one-mile demographic for developers, and the Roosevelt/San Juan intersection already offers commuters some retail amenities.
Like the Collins Road location, multifamily development potential around San Juan is long-term. Initial focus should be on commercial redevelopment at Roosevelt and along San Juan to Blanding. By creating new jobs, as well as enhancements at the San Juan/Blanding intersection, supportive retail and multifamily development is likely to follow and move westward as well as north and south of San Juan.

A public multimodal activity center at the site of the current gentlemen’s club at San Juan/Roosevelt could maximize first mile-last mile connectivity, providing seamless integration of different transportation modes (AV shuttle, bike share, bike parking, Uber, ride share pickup/drop off, bus information, wayfinding signage) and attendant amenities.

Much of the existing land-use and zoning surrounding San Juan consists of low-density residential, some of which should be rezoned to medium-density residential to meet TOD characteristics and encourage infill. Land-use and zoning designations may need to be modified to address commercial growth as well.

Best practices include developing a working group to engage stakeholders, such as FDOT, City traffic planners, business owners, community associations, Realtors and law enforcement to address area issues. Creating a TOD overlay district will ensure development of appropriate, context-sensitive land-use planning and policies. A low-cost loan or grant program for existing building facade enhancements in conjunction with a streetscape project can enhance curb appeal and attract better tenants.

Parking needs should be evaluated, including shared-use parking options, and JTA should review successful TOD strategies other cities have implemented. In addition, educating constituents about the value of BRT service is critical. Therefore, an ongoing marketing/ad campaign is needed before, during and after the launch of the corridor.

To entice developers, the panel recommends working with the City’s Office of Economic Development in preparing a comprehensive package with site-specific opportunities and tax incentives that developers can use for their financial pro formas during feasibility studies. Numerous options are available for financing development efforts, including tax increment financing (TIF), creating a Community Redevelopment Area, and taxing credit programs such as an ad valorem tax reduction district, Municipal Services Taxing Unit, and New Markets Tax Credit, among others.

JTA should coordinate with federal, state and city agencies in seeking grants; e.g., Complete Streets/Smart City projects and the Transportation Alternatives Program. Environmental sustainability grants also may be available along with credits.

The panel encouraged JTA to seed early projects. An incentive is needed to entice the first developer to come in. A successful project will raise awareness and feed others.

A mobility infrastructure study should evaluate:
1. A dedicated BRT lane along Roosevelt Boulevard;
2. An Amtrak stop at San Juan;
3. An AV shuttle from the proposed San Juan/Roosevelt station to the marinas and waterfront parks;
4. A water taxi/South Ferry from the waterfront parks to the Jaguars stadium and other venues in Downtown;
5. Shared parking agreements, ride share pickup/drop-off locations, and park and ride lots based on demand for proposed redevelopment; and
6. A road safety audit for BRT station locations. Technology should be leveraged to make the mapping app more user-friendly.
JTA should analyze the market to determine the kinds of incentives that would be feasible to bring in a developer here vs. other areas of the city currently enjoying growth. Joint development agreements may provide an opportunity to acquire property at the San Juan/Roosevelt BRT station and other sites to enhance JTA’s mobility agenda.

The Collins Road and San Juan Avenue (Blanding and Roosevelt) intersections are candidates for a Complete Streets project to increase safety and calm traffic. In addition, the private sector should be engaged to sponsor civic spaces, such as art and parklets, on City property in the public right-of-way.

The panel suggested that narrowing San Juan where feasible from four lanes to two is desirable. This “road diet” would enable Complete Streets projects, such as widening sidewalks and adding bike lanes. TOD design elements should be included in the revised comprehensive plan for the area. The panel noted the importance of taking a context-sensitive approach to each site, corridor and all modes, as built and natural environment must be taken into account when planning. TAP members recommended going beyond Complete Streets to Complete Mobility.

With respect to housing, market rate multifamily potential is long-term. However, commercial development along San Juan and Roosevelt could spur interest in multifamily residential development. Workforce housing will require subsidies in order for it to be affordable for the developer to engage in new construction projects. JTA can work with the City on funding (e.g., low-cost bonds) and incentives in addition to the mobility fee reduction to increase developer interest in the area. JTA should consider acquiring properties for future development. Assembling real estate in the station area could make TOD projects more feasible.

Finally, the panel recommended that JTA evaluate TOD case experience in other cities to understand what works and what doesn’t in similar demographic areas.
**Background**

"The solution to transportation inefficiencies lies at the intersection of collaborative consumption and the social graph: Shifting transportation from ownership to access."

— John Zimmer, Co-Founder, Lyft

The Jacksonville Transportation Authority (JTA) is developing a bus rapid transit (BRT) system called First Coast Flyer. The first three of five phases of development are operational; specifically, the Downtown Connector, North Corridor/Green Line, and Southeast Corridor/Blue Line. Funding for the fourth phase covering the East Corridor/Red Line is expected shortly.

The last leg is the Southwest Corridor/Purple Line, which will run from the soon-to-be-completed Jacksonville Regional Transportation Center in LaVilla via Florida State College at Jacksonville’s Kent Campus to the Orange Park Mall in Clay County. Covering 57 miles of destination travel, the Flyer, when completed in 2019, will be the largest BRT system in the Southeast.

JTA began studying BRT feasibility in 2000. Corridors needing major transportation improvements were identified along with regional alternatives. In November 2005, the First Coast Metropolitan Planning Organization (now called North Florida Transportation Planning Organization) adopted the preferred options into its long-range plan. Due to funding constraints, JTA advanced the BRT system concept by using existing arterial roadways, which, for the most part, do not have dedicated bus lanes. The exception is the Downtown Connector.

First Coast Flyer boasts energy-efficient compressed natural gas (CNG) buses with complimentary onboard Wi-Fi, real-time arrival information at branded stations, bike racks, ticket vending machines, low floor and limited stops. The buses have the technological ability to control traffic signals at certain intersections, making the express service 10% to 15% faster than service on the regular bus line. Service frequency is every 10 minutes during peak hours, every 15 minutes off-peak, and 30 minutes during evenings and weekends. The fare is $1.50.

The Southwest Corridor will feature 15 buses and 13 stations covering 12.9 miles with an estimated 1,800 daily linked trips. Total capital cost (YOE) is $47.46 million. Annual operating costs for the initial year of operation is estimated at $2.96 million.

Funding breakdown for the Southwest Corridor BRT system is 80% federal, 10% state and 10% JTA, but actual funding may move closer to 50/25/25, respectively. JTA funding comes mostly from gas and sales taxes, along with fare, parking and ad revenues.
Getting federal funding for this corridor has been the most challenging of the five legs. JTA sought nearly $38 million for the Southwest Corridor through the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Small Starts grant program. The FTA rates projects on performance criteria such as land use (density within one-half mile of station areas, affordable housing, employment and parking) and economic development (performance and potential impacts of transit-supported plans and policies). With the exception of the areas closest to downtown, much of the Southwest Corridor (two-thirds) is suburban in nature, with strip malls and low-density, single family housing. FTA rated the overall Southwest Corridor project and justification for the project as medium-low, with a medium rating for local financial commitment.

Specifically, overall land use for JTA’s Southwest Corridor was rated medium, which “marginally supports” a major transit investment under FTA benchmarks with significant growth needed. Within the land-use category, the ratio for legally binding affordability restricted housing was high (3.60). However, the total employment ratio was low, density was medium-low, and parking costs medium-low to medium. FTA rated overall economic development medium-low, with only Tools to Maintain or Increase Affordable Housing rated medium. JTA is in the process of developing supplemental information to be included in a resubmitted application to FTA, which will include a detailed analysis of each station along the Southwest Corridor.

To get the corridor funded, JTA recognizes the need for economic development and increased ridership. The FTA’s score will be driven by JTA’s ability to create economic strategies for transit-oriented development (TOD). Together with station area planning, TOD can serve as a catalyst to redefine areas around Southwest Corridor’s BRT stops, bring economic development, increase ridership, and create greater connectivity to jobs and community amenities.

To that end, Jacksonville’s TOD program offers credit toward mobility fees to developments constructed on or near an existing transit line. The amount depends on whether the development is residential, commercial or mixed use and the land use’s trip generation. The goal is to create compact, mixed-use development within one-half mile of public transportation, with the highest densities within one-quarter mile. The Planning Department is currently reviewing its 2030 Comprehensive Plan. As a result, there is an opportunity to make revisions that would foster greater transit-oriented development along BRT routes in line with FTA’s TOD pilot program.
LOW DENSITY AREAS AND STRIP MALLS ALONG THE ROUTE
Analysis

“You have got to connect your land-use decisions with transportation decisions.”

— Tim Kaine, U.S. Senator, Virginia

The #5 bus currently runs along the Southwest Corridor route. The route has 2,500 passengers with a goal to increase ridership to 3,000. The TAP scope covered two proposed Southwest Corridor BRT stations along Blanding Boulevard — Collins Road and San Juan Avenue — each with decidedly different characteristics. JTA’s objective in selecting these locations is to identify transitions in the corridor that would support transit and build ridership.

Collins Road Station

The Collins Road station is approximately two miles from the Orange Park Mall in Clay County and is the second stop on the Southwest Corridor’s Purple Line. The area is suburban in nature with low to medium density. A survey to determine ridership on the current #5 regular bus line shows approximately 60 weekday originations, with 80% taking the bus northbound. Saturday originations fall off about 33% to 41 passengers, with Sunday originations falling further to 28.

Demographics

The population within one-quarter mile of the station stands at 214; within one-half mile, the population is 3,658. Median age is 30. The five-year projection shows a 1.03% annual population increase from 2017 to 2022. Racial makeup is approximately 46% white, 41% black and 12% Hispanic (any race).

Median household income in 2017 was $37,364 within one-quarter mile and $40,137 within one-half mile compared to $56,124 for all U.S. households. In 2022, median household income is projected to be $40,239 and $44,926, respectively, compared to $62,316 for all U.S. households.

There are 1,228 renter-occupied and 451 owner-occupied housing units within one-half mile of the station. Another 108 are vacant. In 2022, the numbers are projected to be 1,310, 455 and 112, respectively. To the west of Blanding Boulevard are mobile homes and low-rise apartment complexes. Collins Road to the east of Blanding is largely wetlands. Blanding Boulevard itself is dotted with new and used car dealerships, gas stations, some fast-food restaurants and other commercial and industrial entities, with big box stores and other commercial development south toward I-295 and the Orange Park Mall and approximately a mile west off I-295. The latter includes Walmart and Costco.

JTA offers a community shuttle to the Collins Road station. The shuttle runs at regularly scheduled times between Oakleaf Town Center approximately six miles to the west of Blanding Boulevard and the Collins Road station, with stops at Argyle Forest and Orange Park Mall. Riders unable to get to a stop on the community shuttle route can request premium curbside service. The shuttle picks passengers up and/or drops them off anywhere within the service area. Reservations must be made at least two hours in advance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blanding Blvd.</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Weekday Ons</th>
<th>Weekday Offs</th>
<th>Saturday Ons</th>
<th>Saturday Offs</th>
<th>Sunday Ons</th>
<th>Sunday Offs</th>
<th>Average Weekday</th>
<th>Average Daily</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collins Road</td>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Road</td>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Avenue</td>
<td>Southbound</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Avenue</td>
<td>Northbound</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Passenger Survey - #5 Bus Stops
While feeder buses and community shuttles have traditionally provided connections to the BRT system, JTA is considering alternate options, including autonomous vehicles (AV), the Ultimate Urban Circulation (U2C), and other transmobility options. Planned city mobility projects include creating a 1.51 mile protected bike lane on Collins Road from Blanding Boulevard west to Rampart Road, and 2.6 miles of bike lanes from Blanding east to Roosevelt.

**Potential**

In reviewing the area around the Collins Road station, panel members found nothing compelling that would entice a developer to the location. Panel members questioned whether the stop was needed and considered that Collins Road may always be a low ridership station given market forces. Residents’ below average income level precludes the ability for a developer to charge rents high enough to warrant current construction costs unless a project is highly subsidized, and finding a Class B developer is difficult.

The panel consensus is that the Collins Road area is a long-range possibility for low-rise garden-style multifamily development. A mid-rise multifamily development is unlikely due to the location and cost to build, which substantially increases from $80 a square foot for a low-rise to $140 a square foot for a mid-rise. A public-private partnership may be required to incentivize development.

Given that the infrastructure around the station is rundown, the location could benefit from making improvements to sidewalks and crosswalks to make it safer for pedestrians and bicyclists.
San Juan Avenue Station

Development at the San Juan Avenue station is heavily commercial at the intersection, with narrow sidewalks, predominantly one-story buildings, and limited parking. Located approximately six miles from the Jacksonville Regional Transportation Center hub, San Juan is the seventh stop on the Purple Line. This stop on the regular #5 bus that runs along Blanding Boulevard currently has 28 weekday originations with almost two-thirds of passengers traveling southbound. Originations on Saturdays and Sundays are 17 and 15, respectively. JTA’s #16 bus services San Juan Avenue from James Road east to Herschel Street, and the #53 runs on San Juan from Cassat Avenue to Roosevelt Avenue.

Demographics

At 559, the population within one-quarter mile of the station is more than double that of Collins Road; within one-half mile, however, the population is only 2,689 and is expected to grow only 0.57% between 2017 and 2022. Median age is 38.9. Racial makeup is 74.3% white, 17.4% black and 7.6% Hispanic (any race) within one-half mile.

Median household income in 2017 was $42,483 within one-quarter mile and $41,157 within one-half mile compared to $56,124 for all U.S. households. Between 2017 and 2022, median household income is projected to grow to $45,883 and $44,782 respectively, compared to $62,316 for all U.S. households.

More of the housing units are owner-occupied within one-half mile of the San Juan station rather than renter-occupied; specifically, 661 are owned and 509 are rented. Another 140 housing units are vacant. In 2022, the numbers are projected to be 669, 532, and 144, respectively.

Existing Development

Businesses at the San Juan/Blanding Boulevard intersection include a gentlemen’s club, pawn shop, auto repair shop, and tax filing service. Nearby, establishments include a Caribbean restaurant, bicycle shop, an Army/Navy store, massage school and tire store, among others. San Juan running west includes commercial establishments, with the area becoming residential further west and south of San Juan Avenue. The neighborhood consists of small single-family homes (RLD-60) and lots in a traditional grid pattern.
To the east of Blanding, commercial development includes banks, gas stations, some fast food restaurants and another gentlemen’s club. Roosevelt Square Mall is situated at San Juan and Roosevelt Boulevard within a half-mile of Blanding Boulevard. A 29-acre open-air shopping center, Roosevelt Square is anchored by Publix and includes Stein Mart, LensCrafters, Mattress Firm, Chase Bank, nine restaurants and about 15 other stores. A former Belk Department Store sits vacant at the southern end of the mall. That building and a smaller one along Roosevelt are scheduled for demolition. The owner of the shopping center plans to redevelop it, transitioning the property from a neighborhood commercial center to a ‘lifestyles center,’ combining traditional retail with leisure amenities that can appeal to an upscale consumer base. Some proposed plans have called for 300 apartment units at the site.

South of the shopping center off Roosevelt Boulevard is a unique waterfront environment known as Marina Mile. It includes Ortega River Marina, Lamb’s Yacht Center, Marina at Ortega Landing and Sadler Point Marina. At Sadler Point, The Bridge, an adaptive re-use of an old pier building, includes a mix of retail and restaurant spaces.

East of Roosevelt Square the neighborhood is heavily residential and includes higher priced homes and two parks where San Juan meets the water’s edge. Two schools are located south of San Juan across the Ortega Bridge — St. Marks Episcopal Day School and Ortega Elementary School. The latter is a traditional public K-5 school with a Museum Magnet program. The school partners with area museums to provide “hands-on, minds-on learning experience for every child.” The school’s makeup is 70% minority; 69% are low income.

**Potential**

Of the two stations reviewed, the area around San Juan Avenue has much greater potential than Collins Road. A portion of San Juan is a good candidate for a road diet. Decreasing the road from four to two lanes and widening sidewalks would create a safer, pedestrian-friendly environment. JTA should work with FDOT on a Complete Streets project for the intersection; there may be potential for funding from FDOT for this effort.

In addition, beautifying the intersection can go a long way in initiating a revival, such as refurbishing commercial building facades. Establishments like the existing gentlemen’s club and pawn shop at San Juan and Blanding are often associated with higher crime areas. The perception is a deterrent to development.
Replacing them with the kinds of retail welcomed at a transit station (e.g., coffee shop) can go a long way in altering the perception of the area. Change can be effected through city subsidies to help fund refurbishment, code enforcement and zoning.

A 2017 ridership survey of the overall JTA transit system shows that the majority of JTA bus riders are not "choice" riders; that is, people who choose to use public transit even though they have the option to use a car for their trip. Only 13% of sampled users were choice riders. Choice riders more often identify as White, are older, work full time and have higher household incomes.

Changing the dynamic from a “need” to take the bus to a “want” to take the bus (e.g. make it cool and user-friendly to take the bus) can be one of the keys to increasing ridership. The San Juan and Blanding station is not a destination. The BRT route alignment at this location is not sensitive to transit-oriented development.

There is greater synergy at the intersection of San Juan and Roosevelt Boulevard. It is possible to create a transformative high-end hub at that location. The Roosevelt Square Mall is already being groomed for redevelopment. JTA can capitalize on that planned improvement by moving the Southwest Corridor BRT along Roosevelt Boulevard to San Juan, making that the BRT stop, then running along San Juan to Blanding. The Roosevelt intersection already has a CVS pharmacy on the northeast corner, and a Gate gas station and convenience store on the northwest side. There may be potential for a dedicated bus lane along Roosevelt.

Modifying the route improves the one-mile demographics important to developers. However, the gentlemen’s club on the southwest corner of San Juan...
and Roosevelt negatively affects perception of the location. Eliminating it and adding a business class hotel, destination retail and higher end restaurants nearby along Roosevelt and San Juan could be a revitalizing force to spur further commercial and residential development westward.

The uniqueness of the area’s assets — several marinas, recreational lifestyle components, water access and views — have all the appeal for redevelopment. The two parks at the end of San Juan Avenue provide an ideal spot for a kayak launch and other water activities that could be a draw in addition to the marinas. For example, there is a potential to run a water taxi to downtown and the Jaguars stadium with four or five neighborhood stops along the way.

In addition, a San Juan/Roosevelt station has multimodal potential. A San Juan Avenue bike path from the recreational/residential area at the river to the commercial node would add connectivity to the BRT station. JTA could also take advantage of the Amtrak rail line that runs down Roosevelt Boulevard.

Seeking to add a stop here might be a worthwhile pursuit. The current gentlemen’s club could be the perfect spot for a multimodal transportation hub that offers commuters a variety of options for first mile-last mile connectivity along with basic amenities such as walk-up retail (coffee, breakfast items, snacks).
Strategic Observations

The TAP effort focused only on two station areas along one BRT corridor. However, many of the issues associated with transit-oriented development, proactive engagement of the transit operator in influencing development, and implementation of transit-supportive station area planning require systematic planning initiatives and capabilities that should be deployed across the community. Many of the considerations and recommendations in this report will be relevant across the JTA service area.

Joint development/transit-oriented development initiatives may be more or less promising in many other areas that were not evaluated by the TAP. Broader issues of equity, market opportunity and probability of success/market appeal may ultimately influence the relative priority of joint development or transit-oriented development initiatives at various locations across the BRT system.

The accessibility to activities across the region from the given stations were not quantified and available to the TAP team; thus, a full understanding of the accessibility improvements brought to bear by the BRT project were not part of the station area redevelopment potential assessment. A full understanding of the comparative accessibility opportunities via the transit system might give further insight as to the nature and magnitude of development potential of various station locations based on the origin-destination connections offered via the BRT/transit system.

JTA and the other stakeholders in transit/land-use planning coordination in this market are in the early stages of developing processes for planning and implementing transit-oriented development. The relative priority of initiatives at the two subject stations will ultimately be influenced by a broader overview of transit-oriented development priorities and opportunities.

Similarly, the ideas and recommendations should be considered as conceptual or exploratory. While they reflect the extensive experience and expertise of the panel, the actual path forward would require extensive due diligence and in-depth assessment. Among the issues requiring more in-depth analysis would be an assessment of the prospect of various development scenarios producing additional transit ridership.
Recommendations

Collins Road Station

**Implement baseline improvements for now.** Blanding and Collins both lack sufficient sidewalks. A Complete Streets project can make the intersection safer for pedestrians and cyclists, particularly given the planned bike path on Collins.

**Some sites may be candidates for redevelopment in the future.** Multifamily construction in this area would be of interest to Class B developers, but there are few in this market. The demographics within one-half mile preclude development given the current market in which other areas of Jacksonville are stronger. Most developers could not be able to charge sufficient rents to make a project viable unless heavily subsidized through a public-private partnership. Nevertheless, with online shopping continuing to grab market share, many large retail/commercial sites are struggling. A continuation of this trend may make some sites available and attractive for mixed-use redevelopment in the future.

**Address multimodal challenges.** JTA should consider a pilot park-and-ride lot partnering with existing commercial/retail (shared parking) near the denser area at I-295 and Collins Road, which can connect with the current shuttle to the BRT stop.

**Add an AV shuttle pilot program.** The shuttle could run between Walmart and Costco to the BRT station. This should be added only after further research into existing and projected ridership verifies need.
San Juan Avenue Station

Create a destination oriented transformative commercial hub at Roosevelt Boulevard. Capitalize on the redevelopment of Roosevelt Square Mall and the unique water assets the area offers. Create a new hub with a business class 10-story hotel, such as a Renaissance or Marriott, with a conference center and a minimum of 200 rooms. A hotel could be a catalyst for destination retail and development of supporting uses, including niche restaurants, craft breweries, boutique shops, and recreational retail.

Relocate the San Juan Avenue BRT station from Blanding to Roosevelt. Run the Southwest Corridor BRT route down Roosevelt across San Juan to Blanding. This modification improves the one-mile demographic for developers and is premised on leveraging the land-use potential. The location already offers the ability of riders to grab a cup of coffee, soda, food items, etc.

Focus on commercial redevelopment first. With commercial redevelopment at Roosevelt and along San Juan to Blanding creating new jobs, as well as enhancements at the San Juan/Blanding intersection, supportive retail and multifamily development is likely to follow and move westward as well as north and south of San Juan.

Create a public multimodal activity center that maximizes first mile-last mile connectivity. Provide a focal point that seamlessly integrates different modes of transportation (AV shuttle, bike share, bike parking, Uber, ride share pickup/drop off, bus information, wayfinding signage) and offers amenities such as mini-retail (walk-up counter for coffee, croissants, etc.) and security (e.g., cameras or police “mini” stations to dispel safety issues). Consider purchasing the gentlemen’s club property at San Juan and Roosevelt to turn it into a community transportation center.

Amend the Future Land Use Map to accommodate higher densities. Future land-use and zoning surrounding San Juan includes huge swaths of low-density residential. Amending the Future Land Use Map in some areas to medium-density residential would be required to meet TOD characteristics and encourage infill. Land-use designations may need to be modified to address commercial growth as well.
Best Practices

**Develop a working group to engage stakeholders.** Coordinate with business owners, community associations, realtors and law enforcement to address area issues to improve developer appeal; e.g., lower crime. Ensure FDOT, traffic engineers and planners work together with respect to decisions about Complete Street planning. Work with the city to enhance historic structures or elements in the area.

**Create a TOD overlay district.** Coordinate land-use planning and policies that promote TOD, is context sensitive, and addresses reduced parking needs, mobility fees and residential/commercial density to ensure appropriate zoning.

**Develop a loan program for building facade enhancements.** Offer low-cost loans to encourage commercial building owners to improve facades and enhance their properties’ curb appeal.

**Implement a streetscape project.** Add trees, benches, pop up parks, parklets, bike racks, and outdoor patios. Gentrification will improve land use and attract better tenants.

**Initiate a parking capacity study.** Evaluate parking needs in light of growing use of ridesharing services like Uber. Consider shared-use parking options.

**Review TOD practices around the country.** Learn what works in the context of each station from successful TOD in other cities. One size does not fit all.

**Create a strong communications plan to educate constituents.** An ongoing marketing/ad campaign is needed before, during and after the launch of the corridor to raise awareness.
Financing

Prepare a comprehensive package for developers. Assemble a database of vacant, available and underutilized parcels for development and infill. Work with the economic development office to create a marketing package with site-specific opportunities and tax incentives that developers can use for their financial pro formas. Triggers to convince developers that San Juan is the next up and coming area include demographics, proximity to downtown and the Naval Air Station, water views, marinas, recreational lifestyle, mobility and the BRT network.

Engage the current owner of Roosevelt Mall. Assist Dewberry Capital in their redevelopment designs and plans that are currently in progress.

Consider a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) district for San Juan. TIF funds can pay for infrastructure improvements and cover portions of the costs for rehabilitation of many old buildings in the area.

Evaluate Community Redevelopment Area qualification potential or other taxing credit programs. Explore a variety of options; e.g., ad valorem tax reduction district, Municipal Services Taxing Unit, New Markets Tax Credit.

Coordinate with other agencies for potential economic study and grant funding. Seek FDOT funding for Complete Streets/Smart City projects and a Transportation Alternatives Program grant for pedestrian and bicycle trail facilities, including sidewalks, traffic calming techniques, etc. Funding may be available from Jacksonville city departments for sidewalks, street lighting, etc.

Explore environmental sustainability grants. Bill the project as part of a green approach to improve the current infrastructure (e.g., eliminating old septic fields, stormwater improvements, reducing estuary runoff). In addition to grants, JTA may be eligible for a credit to offset another requirement, providing a net benefit.

Seed early projects. Subsidize the initial developer. The City, JTA and other stakeholders should provide some incentive to entice the first developer to come in. A successful project will raise awareness and feed others.

Conduct an economic analysis of market requirements. Determine the kinds of incentives that would be feasible to bring in a developer here vs. other areas of the city currently enjoying growth.

Explore joint development agreements. Joint development agreements may provide an opportunity to acquire property at the station site to enhance its mobility agenda.
Complete Streets/Complete Mobility

Incorporate Complete Streets design at the Collins Road and San Juan Avenue (Blanding and Roosevelt intersections) stations. To increase safety and calm traffic, widen sidewalks, improve crosswalks, and add bike lanes and bus bulbs. Ensure Complete Streets and TOD design elements are included in the revised comprehensive plan.

Consider a road diet for San Juan Avenue. A reduction in lanes on a portion of San Juan can increase pedestrian and bicycle safety and provide space for widening sidewalks and implementing additional Complete Streets features.

Engage the private sector. Create civic spaces on City property in the public right-of-way sponsored by private entities; e.g., art, parklets.

Use a context-sensitive approach to each site, corridor and all modes. Each station, corridor and mode should be viewed in the context of its built and natural environment. One size does not fit all.

Go beyond Complete Streets to Complete Mobility. Conduct a mobility infrastructure study to evaluate (1) a dedicated BRT lane along Roosevelt Boulevard; (2) an Amtrak stop at San Juan; (3) an AV shuttle from the proposed San Juan/Roosevelt station to the marinas and waterfront parks; (4) a water taxi/South Ferry from the waterfront parks to the Jaguars stadium and other venues in Downtown; (5) shared parking agreements, ride share pickup/drop-off locations, and park and ride lots based on demand for proposed redevelopment; and (6) a road safety audit for BRT station locations. Leverage technology to continue to improve mapping app to make it more user-friendly.

Integration of workforce and market rate housing in TOD

Market rate multifamily potential is long-term. Currently, other areas of the City are more attractive to developers. Commercial development along San Juan and Roosevelt could spur interest in multifamily residential development. Some areas currently designated as low-density residential would need to be reclassified to medium-density residential.

Workforce housing will require subsidies. Housing needs to be affordable for the developer. Work with the City on funding (e.g., low-cost bonds) and incentives in addition to the mobility fee reduction to increase developer interest in the area; e.g., Jacksonville’s Housing and Community Development Division, which administers the Community Development Block Grant program.

Consider acquiring properties for future development. Assembling real estate in the station area could make TOD projects more feasible.

Evaluate TOD case experience in other cities. Research what worked and what did not in similar demographic areas.
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